AD 15TH ERA (701 AD – 750 AD): 15TH SIGN CORONA “HIGHEST CROWN ELUSIVE”

**STAR PROPHECY**

The Hebrew name for the sign is **Atarah**: “The Royal Crown”. Arabs call it: “The Jewel”.

All seven stars are in a distinct crescent shape. There are 21 visible stars in that area of the sky.

The brightest star **Alphecca** means “The Shining”. Babylonians called this star **Ashtoreh**.

Three of the seven stars in the cup are binary stars, so seven appear to the naked eye but there are ten in total. **Nusakan** is binary.

**Corona** sits snuggly and securely between two constellations signifying powerful protection: **Hercules** (“Victorious Believers Arise”) and **Bootes** (“The Good Shepherd”).

Beneath the Crown, **Serpens** (“Serpent Coils About Victims”) is reaching up with jaws open as if to wrest it, but **Serpens** is restrained by **Ophiuchus** (“Life & Death Struggle”).

**Corona** is the highest crown: world rule. Strong spiritual powers protect **Corona**: the efforts of man in his own strength can not obtain it.

Hence our meaning “Highest Crown Elusive”

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Islam fails to conquer the world; halted at Europe

701-703 AD Muslims conquer Armenia, Morocco, make inroads into Anatolia

709 AD Muslims conquer Bukhara, Uzbekistan

711-714 AD Muslim Berbers conquer southern Spain & Barcelona

717 AD 2nd Siege of Constantinople: Muslims fail

719 AD Charles Martel conquers pagan Frisia

720 AD Caliph orders all Christian icons destroyed

721 AD Battle of Toulouse: Muslims defeated

730 AD Byz. Emperor orders images destroyed

732 AD Battle of Tours: Charles decisively defeats larger Muslim army: gets nickname ‘The Hammer’.

744-750 AD 3rd Muslim Civil War; Abu Muslim defeats Ummayads; Battle of Zab: Ummayad family is massacred: tombs in Syria desecrated.

The Crown which Martel wins proves elusive: Europeans will fight for centuries and no European Emperor will reign supreme over all for long!